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MIAMI, FL, UNITED STATES, October 22,

2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Interactive

tables are one of the most cutting-edge

innovations to be seen in the corporate

setting and in many restaurants in

recent years. This incredible

technology can be an excellent option

for dining establishments because they

reduce the clutter and mess of menus.

They enable guests to instantly access

the menu upon seating, without having

to wait for one, and they never have to

worry about sanitation regarding the menu having been passed around numerous guests.

Another significant aspect of interactive tables for restaurants is that they offer a more

sustainable approach to traditional menus. Instead of having to reprint them every time the

Interactive tables bring a

unique approach enabling a

myriad of seamless features

that make the experience

more enlivening for the

guest and streamlined for

the business.”

Cristina Miller - CEO

Intermedia Touch

menu changes, or every day when new specials or

promotions are offered, the interactive screens can feature

these options through their easily-altered software. Saving

not only paper from being reprinted continuously but also

the time in waiting for printing, as well as saving surface

space rather than having menus floating throughout the

interior. Less clutter equates to better functionality.

A More Durable Approach

Though the concept of the interactive table may seem

intimidating, as they offer brilliant technology straight to

the hands of customers in a casual environment, they are

very much designed to withstand heavy usage. Considering interactive tables are the perfect

option as a result of their immense durability. They are designed to stand up to daily usage in a

high-volume setting, and a variety of measures are included in their construction to ensure the

longest possible lifespan. Protected with impact glass and fully sealed to prevent the invasion of

moisture, our interactive tables are made for reliability and presenting your information in the

clearest, most straightforward manner without concern over damage.
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Interactive Tables for the Corporate Setting

Interactive tables are not just used in dining/ restaurant settings. They can be used in corporate

environments, as educational tools in classroom settings, and in just about any scenario where

having an interactive display at one’s fingertips may be useful. Interactive tables make an

exceptional option for enhancing the corporate setting for both clients and employees. As a

collaboration tool, interactive conference tables can bring to life your visions in a brilliantly

unique, transparent manner. Enabling your team members and guests to be immersed in the

presentation in this manner allows for better communication and engagement. Additionally,

because our interactive tables are made for portability, you can transport them as needed to

different locations or events. 

Some of the Many Benefits of Interactive Tables: 

●	Seamless, effortless promotion: Interactive tables present a simplified format that delivers

impressive, astonishing results.

●	Minimize surface space: Less clutter, fewer problems; and with interactive tables from

Intermedia Touch, you can minimize the amount of clutter and loose ends that come from many

printouts and restaurant menus, and promotions. All info in one place, easy to access,

guaranteed to be delivered straight to your guests in a stunning format. 

●	Increased durability: Our interactive tables are designed for supreme durability. They are

reinforced with impact glass for absolute protection, which allows you to have the utmost

confidence in their lasting ability. They are exceptionally beautiful and not at all delicate. 

●	Multipurpose content: Interactive tables enable you to present your information as

conveniently as possible, within a format that can be changed and altered as needed to ensure

the longevity of your investment, while serving multiple purposes.

●	Maximize consumer interaction: If you want to engage your customers, there is no better way

than by using interactive tables that present information right at the forefront of their

experience.

●	Customizable touchscreen content: Because all content is customizable, you can have it

tailored and created to fit your exact needs. 

The concept of the interactive table is a brilliant one. It enables guests to access information,

which can include menus, directly on the table, with automatic precision. While the most popular

application for these unique displays is for restaurants, many businesses are seeing their

potential in other uses. Interactive tables bring interactive viewing right to the forefront and

viewing space of your audience. Whether used in a dining establishment, or as part of a

corporate strategy to demonstrate business initiatives, these tables bring to life ideas and
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concepts, as they provide information directly to the viewer. 

For all of your digital signage needs, including customized interactive tables, contact Intermedia

Touch today to learn more about having the right solutions created for your business’s needs.

About Intermedia Touch:

Since its inception in 2002, Intermedia Touch, Inc. has become a leader in interactive technology

and custom application solutions for a broad range of clients who wish to advance their business

initiatives. Combining extensive experience and unmatched service as a technology integrator,

their goal is to create unique experiences by making use of the latest interactive technology and

applications available in the digital signage industry.

Intermedia Touch, Inc. offers powerful software solutions, as well as a diverse array of interactive

hardware options including interactive touch screen monitors, infrared surfaces, video walls,

holographic glass, indoor/outdoor kiosks, and custom LED signs. With more than 15 years of

experience in the information technology and audiovisual fields, the team at Intermedia Touch,

Inc. delivers interactive solutions which create the highest visual impact and relevance specific to

your target audience.
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